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Inside the Issue

OUR AIM
The project aims at empowering
young people (16-25 years old) to
deal effectively with situations
concerning excessive
preoccupation with Internet or
screen abuse.

THE GENIE

WORKSHOP

The InScreenMode Genie is
already up and running with 900
active users already!

CONTACT US
CIVIC
12 South Charlotte Street, Edinburgh,
EH2 4AX
T: 0131 624 9830
E: info@civicuk.com

All partners from the consortium
organised a pilot testing for
inScreenMode Project and of
course the Genie Platform!

https://inscreenmode.eu/
https://genie.inscreenmode.eu/
@inscreenmode
#in_SCREEN_MODE

INSCREEN
MODE GENIE

OUR WORKSHOPS
All partners involved in the projects did their pilot testing – Validation
workshops, in their countries to assess whether the project outcomes were
ableto answer young people’s needs with regards to Internet withdrawal
and youtheducators’ competences on the issue.The overall feedback from
all countries was very positive.
The trainingsessions ran smoothly amongst the partnership, all venues
were well equippedand the trainers were well prepared. The Validation
Workshops have proven that the Genie is a useful tool, even if the end
result is allowing people to understand that they spend an unhealthy
amount of time online. The feedback on the GENIE as a tool is that it is
easy to use, and the platform in general is visually pleasant and the colours
and design are appropriate andwork well for the target audience.

The Problematic Internet Use
(PIU) Genie is an online tool
focused on helping young
individuals (16-25 years old)
measure their online behaviour
and Internet use.
Its goal is to empower young
people to learn more about
internet addiction and provide
action plans on how to moderate
excessive internet use.
The InScreenMode Genie has
succesfully launched with already
900 active users following the
actions recommended!
How does it work?
After compliting some
information reagrding your
online usage, the Genie provides
you with a report that explains
your current state of Internet use
and recommends certain
strategies and actions that will
help you manage your time spent
online and/or cope with prior
negative feelings and states that
you might experience due to
Internet use. It is that simple!

Internet: absolute
communication,
absolute isolation.
- Paul Carvel

PROCEDURE
The project focused on 2 main
action plans and strategies:
1. Cope with time management
and
2. Cope with negative urges
The Genie was developed as an
online tool aimed at those aged 16
- 25 and it can be used to gain an
understanding of what is a
healthy amount of time to spend
online.
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